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-Nina Dobrev

Even though you are growing up,

you should never stop having fun.



What’s On 
Because our little newspaper only comes out three times per

year, it’s no use notifying monthly events as they will be stale

by the time the Marina Newsletter reaches your mailbox. But 

what will not be stale is the:

16th December Father Christmas Party come to Marina

events looked forward to since the last time he came to bring

our children presents.

17th December is the evening for the magical

Christmas carols.

More details about those events on the weekly notice board

closer to the time.

Here are a few useful contact details for those
wanting to venture out and join up with some
interesting events and clubs:

University of the 3rd Age aka U3A have meetings in

the Fishhoek Civic Centre every 3rd Wednesday. They

have a large membership enjoying the various lectures,

documentaries, hikes and outings on offer. Contact person is

Mary Shear 021 782 5222.  Find out more on www.u3a.co.za

Fishhoek Art Society. Art lovers can join a like minded group

for monthly events like Plein Air outings, and/or attend an

afternoon work shop. Then if you love art but don’t do it

yourself, they have a demonstration or speaker on one 

evening a month. 

For details contact Ann Zwets - 021 782 6297

If you like hiking there are numerous groups all over the

Peninsula, not least Friends of Silvermine which has been

going many years. 021 788 1855 

South Peninsula Astronomy Society hold their meetings

every 1st Thursday of the month in the Minor Hall, Civic 

Centre, Fishoek. The first part of the meeting is The Sky

Tonight, which talks about the constellations and high light

etc., which is followed by tea and a talk on many varied,

fascinating subjects. I attended one meeting and learnt

lots about our night sky.  For more details contact Peter

Laubscher on 021 785 2681

The Masque Theater is special for me in that I am delighted

to have an active theater community almost on my doorstep.

They put something on just about every night, with affordable

prices and have a bar serving drinks. There’s glühwein wine 

on cold nights and tea and coffee all nights – both before the

show (so come early) and during interval. A perfect place to

meet new and old friends. Phone 021 788 6999/1898.

If there are other events residents wish to bring to my

attention, please email me: emmaleenkriel@gmail.com or 

else inform Marcia at the Marina office. 

Ph# 021 788 3311                               

 

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

Letter from the
 EDITOR

 

 

Important Date:  
OGM meeting on 28th November 2017 at the 
Masque Theater Emma Kriel

It’s the middle of the year 

again (as I write) and time 

for keeping warm, hot 

chocolate, soup and 

reading by the fire - for 

some.  

For others nothing much has changed as I still see enthusiastic 

canoeists and rowers paddling away on the water and birdwatch-

ers and fishermen wading out - along with the walkers (with or 

without dogs) enjoying nature in all weather. In other words, we, 

Marina enthusiasts, are out there (at least, those who can) enjoy-

ing nature never mind the weather - without hot chocolate.

Talking of weather, we have had some rain, and we all know that 

however much we want rain, it also brings endless litter down the 

canal and into the Marina: indeed, a time bomb waiting to go off. 

And although it might look as if nothing is being done, there are 

various projects and initiatives on the drawing board, as well as 

funding, to combat this massive problem. I’ve also seen municipal 

workers with boots, rakes and gloved hands, in little boats, doing 

their best to gather the litter – mountains of it – from the bottom and 

the banks and putting it into black bags. But what has impressed 

me most is locals here in Uitsig. Gathering a group of friends 

together on more than one Saturday afternoon, they’ve taken the 

time to physically get into the water and bit by bit rake the sides and 

bottom and filled their own mountain of black bags. Bravo guys, 

keep up the good work – the net and canal really does look a lot 

cleaner. Call me next time and I’ll bring my wellies, hot chocolate 

and a biscuit. 

Because us Marina residents have chosen to live on or near the 

water, it is safe for me to assume that we love the life style it offers, 

therefore it will be safe to focus on the water issues in our next 

issue: what’s being done to clean it and keep it that way, the state 

of the water, and what the interested parties such as The Zandvlei 

Trust, ZPAAC. And also what municipality has to say about desali-

nation of the ground water and so on.

…then I thought I should mention something about our loyal adver-

tisers – I haven’t been here long enough to make use of all of them 

– there are many - but those I’ve needed, usually in a hurry, have 

given excellent service, in a neighborly way. I can’t mention them 

by name, as that would be unfair to others, but I enjoy making use 

of the local services as it allows Marina to feel like the village it 

aspires to be. So do use them when you can, not forgetting our little 

Eastlake shopping Centre – where the shop keepers are always 

friendly and helpful. The Marina Café for a start, has most of the 

everyday things I need. Then there is This IT Man next door, who 

efficiently does my scanning and printing – most useful. With this 

rainy weather, why not use All About Laundry: the title speaks for 

itself. There is also the Biltong Woman, Lochside Liquors, Shin Tai 

Take-Aways and the doggy parlour, collectively they  go a long way 

to enhance Marina living – let’s support them.

Talking about supporting locally, don’t forget the Craft Market which 

is on the first Saturday of each month at the San Marina Recrea-

tional Centre: home made items which fall under the banner of: 

HOME MADE IS LEKKER. And lastly, don’t forget Garden Club – 

getting their advice and guidance, does indeed help with making 

the Marina Bloom. They have their meetings on the first Wednes-

day of the month, also in the San Marina Recreational Centre.

P.S. that’s a very nice venue for a fund raising Bingo evening, or a 

quiz or like they’ve just had, a wine tasting competition – see you 

there! 
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Chairman’s report
“An empowered organization is one in which
individuals have the knowledge, skill, desire, and
opportunity to personally succeed in a way that
leads to collective organizational success.”    

-Stephen Covey

Cheryl Philip

IMBY
 Gardening at Marina

Geri Goldblatt

Dear Marina Residents - Our community needs to change the 

way we do things, we need to get together, work together and 

motivate each other to get things done.  Over the years, the down-

turn in the economy has resulted in less input and funding from 

the City of Cape Town. The Association has been required to 

take on more, with its limited funding. Resources are not the only 

problem – 12 volunteers cannot look after the needs of 1320 

households and the problems of a community. We need, and 

would appreciate, the assistance of members of the community 

to play their part.

ExCom would prefer spending its limited resources on items 

that matter, where it will affect the well-being and the prosperity of 

the community – such as security initiatives, upkeep of the public 

open spaces and the maintenance of the standards. A detailed 

brief of the security initiatives is included in this edition of the 

Marina News.

So we are calling on each and every member of our commu-

nity to come forward, be our eyes and ears, give up some of 

your time, and let’s work together to get things done. Let’s forge a 

community spirit by using all of our creative talents to determine 

the way forward. How we go about it will be up to each and every 

person – I am sure we will all be surprised at the outcomes if 

we make use of all the special skill sets at our disposal from 

within our community.

To function as a community, we need people to connect and 

work on the challenges and opportunities that are presented – 

together. Will you be part of the challenge and help our commu-

nity to push forward and thrive? 

Chairperson                         

Our Public Open Spaces have always been beautifully

maintained by Toni Joubert, the Excom member who holds

our Parks and Maintenance portfolio; her good relationship

with the City Council, has ensured, that the lawns are mowed

and we have materials, e.g. small stones for the entrances

to Marina da Gama etc. ExCom employs at least three

gardeners for one day per week, for the Marina, and a few

more work on Park Island. 

However times change, and to move forward it was decided

to launch a programme called IMBY (In My Back Yard) this

was to encourage residents to take ownership of their own

areas and to supervise the gardeners. The volunteers (our

residents) might find it easier if the gardeners were trained

and had some basic knowledge of the language required.

Although some already know a great deal about gardening,

they need to express this in English so as to help the IMBY

volunteers with the actual work.

For example, with the drought we all need to know which

plants are water wise, and how to cope with our difficult soil.

Jenny Wilkinson’s wonderful book Gardens in the Sand was

the inspiration for the Course Outline. The course will run

over ten weeks and take place on a Tuesday at the office. 

The gardeners are enthusiastic about the course, participate

and contribute their own knowledge; we all work together on

the materials.

The course is really hands-on and practical. We have some

theory which explains in detail how and why we do things.

We picked samples of plants as an introduction to the

awareness of what grows well in the Marina, how succulents

store water, the purpose of mulch and so on.

A certificate will be issued at the end of the course which

will hopefully empower them to get other work on their free

days. If anyone is interested, they are welcome to come to 

the Marina office and see the sample flip file and see more

details about our work.                         

 Marina directory:

Ambulance...........................................................................10177

Chubb Security.............................021 508 1300 or 083 447 2504

Cleansing, Waste, Sweeping Gutters : Call Centre..........086 010 3089

Combat Force..........................................................021 706 7775

Combat Force Park Island Bicycle Patrol................072 265 0043

Electricity: Call Centre..............................................086 010 3089

False Bay Hospital...................................................021 782 1121

Fire Station: Lakeside..............................................021 788 1843

Flying Squad........................................................................10111

Illegal activities at Zandvlei......................................083 499 1717

Law Enforcement..........................021 596 1999 or 086 076 5423

Mountain Security....................................................086 107 0000

Parks and Recreation...............................................021 701 1233

Poison Information Centre.......................................0861 555 777

Police: Muizenberg..................................................021 787 9000

The Link..........................................021 788 5345 / 083 353 3743

Water: All Hours.......................................................021 957 4700

Don’t forget the OGM meeting on the

28th November 2017
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Paddlers journeyed from 
Muizenberg to Milnerton to 

celebrate the recent 
rainfall. - Story from the 

Echo 22 June 2017

Paddling from 
Muizenberg to 
Milnerton on the 
city’s waterways
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Although I don’t like admitting it, I have to confess to being an 

incorrigible newspaper article collector. I have a file filled with 

articles on book reviews, the arts or current affairs, and about 

nature and animals which have caught my attention over the 

years. And when I am looking for something special, like now, I sift 

through the pages again, sitting a little too long as I find new items 

of intrigue, such as this “Proud owner of 12 dogs”. I originally 

found this photo in The Big Issue, which was taken by Trevor 

Sampson for IFAW and shows the man - with his cowboy hat, 

regally, almost defiantly - winding his way through shack dwell-

ings, past Spaza shops and interested lookers-on, followed by all 

11 of man’s-best-friends (who hardly look malnourished) as he 

lovingly pushes an injured #12 in an old pram to the vet clinic for 

treatment - how immensely laudable when we read daily about 

the most horrific acts carried out on innocent creatures, from 

starving dogs tied up in backyards, to rhino poaching, to canned 

hunts, to battery chickens, to abattoirs not to mention dog fights, 

bull fights, cock fights, horse and dog racing - quite a list when 

you start adding up. Feeling overwhelmed, I don’t know what to do 

except become a vegan and champion their plight or perhaps, like 

our man in Khayalitsha, adopt a dozen dogs. 

JUDGING
THE NATION

We dog lovers in Marina are so fortunate to have the open spaces 

to walk our pets for which we are immensely grateful. At the same 

time, it makes us acutely aware of the many animals suffering not 

far from our doorstep. We can all make extra effort to donate a tin 

of dog food, and/or any items or books to be sold at Animal 

Welfare, SPCA and Tears. I will gladly do the transporting, just give 

me a call and I will collect anywhere in the Marina.

P.S. Hopefully, like him, please pick up your doggy do’s.
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Securing
OUR MARINA’S FUTURE.

I am sure that many residents are aware that the Guardians and 

Excom are carefully considering the implementation of Licence 

Plate Recognition Cameras at all entrances to the Marina as well 

as specialised cameras to protect the Northern Uitsig border wall 

and canal.

If the project goes ahead, we will be eligible for membership of 

the Licence Plate Recognition User Group (LPRUG) which has 

over 70 member associations across the peninsula, has signed 

a Memorandum of Understanding with the City Council and 

which works closely with SAPS and Business Against Crime.

I am confident that this camera barrier will significantly reduce 

our crime rate and improve property prices. JC De Gouveia 

Meyer has been managing this project for the Guardians, and we 

now have quotes from some 9 suppliers and installers as well as 

monitoring hubs.

Over the next two months JC will be carrying out a public partici-

pation exercise, during which you will receive a number of notice 

boards, as well as notification of a residents meeting to discuss 

the camera project.

At the same time we will be appointing a panel to adjudicate the 

bids. The panel will consist of three members of the Guardians, 

three members of Excom and myself. During November a formal 

General Meeting of all residents will be convened, and the final 

decision whether to proceed with this project will be made by the 

residents. 

Whilst it is proposed that Excom will be a major funder, every 

resident in the Marina will be a beneficiary of the camera project, 

and therefore every citizen should also contribute to the costs.

I would like to request from every household for a minimum once 

off donation of R300 - and much bigger donations from those 

who can. As the funds are raised, so the cameras will be 

installed. Residents can start donating now. I will start the ball 

rolling with a R1000 contribution towards Park Island`s target. 

Of course, if the project is not approved, every donor will get their 

money back. There can be no cheaper way to secure your family, 

improve the value of your property and secure the future of your  

community. 

Security

BANK DETAILS:

Standard Bank, Branch code 025609

Current Account: 270075275

Reference: SSL plus erf number or address          

Robin Carlisle

Don’t forget the OGM meeting on the

28th November 2017
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An ecological Paradise
– for how much longer?

Harald Schneider

For the past few years I have spent each summer on Marina da  

Gama’s Uitsig Peninsula. I was very fortunate to find a house on 

the water’s edge, where I live within one of Cape Town’s unique 

symbioses between Man and Nature. Each day I feel newly 

blessed, when, shortly after sunrise I walk along the water’s edge 

to welcome the day, take the kayak down the waterways and out 

into the lake, or just sit on my veranda watching the birds. I think 

that the situation must be similar for most of the people living here. 

All the more reason for me to be worried about the mounting 

pollution of this Paradise. I am becoming increasingly concerned 

about the growing amount of plastic rubbish in the waterways, 

particularly after heavy rains. When paddling around the edges of 

the canals, one can see the tiniest pieces of plastic that have 

become lodged amongst the reeds. This type of pollution is almost 

impossible to remove and I can imagine that birds are more and 

more at risk of ingesting these particles.

Ecological systems do have the characteristic of being able to 

regulate and keep themselves within balance – but only up to a 

certain point. So, when this critical point is reached, these 

systems can simply ‘keel over’ and die out. With global warming, 

this point is the scientifically accepted +2 degree mark. Up to this 

limit it is generally believed that Nature has the ability to 

self-regulate. 

Should the Earth’s temperature rise to above this level, most 

scientists accept that many unique systems will simply cease to 

function, resulting in a catastrophic ecological chain reaction. 

A similar fate could be awaiting Zandvlei’s ecosystem.

I have often seen residents, dressed 
in water garb, physically getting into 

the vlei to stem the deluge of 
litter entering our beautiful waters. 

Next issue I will expand on what can 
and what is being done, but in the 

meantime, there is a call for all 
residents to pull together and get 
that muck out – it can be done. 

Please contact me direct or the Marina 
office and make contact with the 

volunteers group that are already busy 
and remember… that hot chocolate 

with a biscuit!
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on the edge
Living

Chris Fallows and his dogs
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I walked a mile with Pleasure;

She chattered all the way,

But left me none the wiser

For all she had to say.

I walked a mile with Sorrow

And ne’er a word said she;

But oh, the things I learned from her

When Sorrow walked with me.
- Robert Browning Hamilton
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This robin has become 

very tame (and 

cheeky) and inspects 

all rooms of our 

house and at an early 

stage indicated his 

passion for cheeses.  

Preferably imported!

Gerald Gooderham

Lenticular cloud  
(Altocumulus lenticularis)

Cheryl Cost 

These strange lens shaped clouds are formed in 

high altitudes and look like a UFO flying in the sky 

are usually perpendicular. Besides their usual 

shape, unlike other clouds they don’t move!!

These spectacular unusual clouds are formed 

mostly near mountainous areas. They can be both 

singular or “stacked like pancakes.”

Lenticular clouds are formed as air moves on the 

downside of the mountain, cooling sufficiently for 

condensation to take place, where they reform in 

the same place by new air rising up and over the 

mountain, thus a lenticular cloud is formed. 

Spectacularly decorating the sky, with its 

graceful presence.



Don’t be afraid of your computer
– some helpful tips & advice

Andy & Kim Vandré

WET WEATHER:

Yes it’s what we need for our gardens but not for our PC’s or other 

electrical appliances for a couple of reasons.

Ants: they love the warmth of your ADSL, LTE, Wireless or Fibre 

Routers / Modems, printers, alarm systems, intercom access 

control systems, outdoor beams, radios, DSTV units are all 

great ant “traps”. 

We’ve had quite a couple of our clients experiencing ant infesta-

tions where they get into the appliance for warmth & move their 

nests including their eggs and before you know it, short the main 

board of that unit.

Just this week we had a laptop PC doing very strange things; 

not booting up into Windows, then the screen was faulty only to 

discover hundreds of ants in the hard drive bay causing the 

problems. Be mindful of this;  use spray around these items, 

chalk, powder or real ant traps. It’s a small price for what could 

become a very pricy outcome.

Electrical spikes: this too is also very damaging, storms, Eskom 

spikes; even electricity running out while your PC is plugged 

into mains. This could spike & damage the hardware of your PC. 

Try to remember to shut down correctly & use a surge protecting 

plug or UPS system (uninterrupted power supply) or inverter (a 

battery backup system) to not only protect your system but to either 

give you time to switch off correctly so as not to corrupt your  

system, or to allow you to continue to work safely on a backup 

system until the power is restored.  

INTERNET OPTIONS: 

As many are frustrated with the existing ADSL copper cable  

and Fibre is only really available in the business sector and a 

select few residential areas at a hefty price; what are our 

options? LTE is offered; promoted but works out to  be expensive 

too as you must think of it as working on the same principle as our 

mobile cell phone data system. They supply a modem usually 

(4G), which is like the 3G USB Dongle one can plug into your PC 

for portability. The signal is satellite based so dependent on the 

signal strength in your home with that service provider & exter-

nal elements.  

There is also Wireless Internet, which we use, not to be 

confused with being able to wirelessly connect to your router 

but there are no cables running to the house or business, but 

“towers” in various areas; if you’re in that catchment area & have 

“line of site”, the signal is transmitted to a small dish, not too 

dissimilar to the DSTV looking dish but considerably smaller, on 

your roof. A cable then runs from the dish to the wireless router in 

your home /business; great stable, fast internet can be the 

result  & we can recommend it as an option.

We do hope that we have helped explain a couple of confusing 

issues and terms and our tips have been helpful. If you have 

feedback or would like other topics covered, please feel free to 

drop us an email or a call and if Emma agrees, we’ll do our best to 

answer or clear up those issues in a similar article. 

Kind regards & keep warm, 

 

Vantru Computing.                    

If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together. 

With our “word of mouth” policy & many years of 
experience, we pride ourselves in our personal attention 
when it comes to REPAIRS, SERVICE & SALES of all 
brands relating to COMPUTING, CCTV, ACCESS 

CONTROL, NETWORKING, DATA RECOVERY etc. 
on both Macintosh & Windows platforms. As we’re also 

agents for WIRELESS INTERNET, a free site survey  
is offered to check signal strength & “line of site”. 

50 Uitsig Road, Uitsig Peninsula, Marina da Gama
021 788 4145 / 083 245 5500 
Email: info@vantru-computing.co.za 

Website: www.vantru-computing.co.za

“

“
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Uitsig
Neighbourhood         Watching: 

 

A community that keeps an eye out 
for each other and their environment 

 

“ “

Proverbs might perhaps sound contrived, but there are few better 

words to sum up the effort of Uitsig Neighbourhood Watch; a 

community organization that not only keeps our streets safe, but 

also watches out for neighbours alike. 

Uitsig Neighbourhood Watch first came into existance some two 

years ago, when residents of Uitsig Peninsula came together to 

take a stand and reclaim their neighbourhood from a surge of 

criminal activity. Where a few brave residents started to organize 

patrols on a day and night roster, with over 70 committed volun-

teers ready and able to assist one another in the event of an emer-

gency: our crime rate has dropped dramatically, thanks to the 

combined efforts of Uitsig Neighbourhood Watch and Deep Blue 

Security, who share information, reports and resources and have 

established visible guarding initiatives such as the security huts at 

the mouth and tail end of Oudevlei Road, resulting in no reported 

crimes within Uitsig Peninsula; a major achievement shared 

between dedicated patrollers and security service providers alike.

Not only has the Watch learned to leverage technology to best 

facilitate communication between residents – three WhatsApp 

forums and a website (www.uitsignw.org.za) exist – but further, our 

our community has established strong relations with the Commu-

nity Policing Forum and other such establishments, through 

information and early warnings distributed to members.

Perhaps one of the most visible results of the Watch has been the 

establishment of a community spirit that has led to residents not 

only feeling safer in their homes, but braais, get-togethers and 

meetings taking place in streets and open spaces alike. A recent 

wine tasting competition was well attended and great fun. 

Where once a fear permeated dimly-lit streets, a warmth runs 

through Uitsig as residents have – and continue to – step outside 

their homes and meet the neighbours.  And when an emergency 

does occur, first on-the-scene is an able and ready community 

who are prepared to support one another through thick-and-thin.

Residents interested in joining Uitsig Neighbourhood Watch can 

contact the Executive Committee at committee@uitsignw.org.za - 

we’d love to have you on board!           

In every community there's work to be done. 
In every nation there are wounds to heal - 
in every heart there's the power to do it.

- Marianne Williamson.
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Uitsig Peninsula

John Donaldson

Then there was Father Christmas arriving at our house by boat and scrounging for beers, to the astonishment and delight of the children! 

The photo above was taken from our lawn 29 years ago of Laura’s sister Sarah. On her lap is my daughter Amy (soon to be married) 

with Sarah’s children, Melanie and Charlie. In the distance, Marina Moorings pillars can just be seen, announcing the new development, 

though not a single house at this stage. The photo below is taken from the same spot for this edition of the news letter, showing all the 

development.

Building our house in the Marina led to both Laura’s brother and sister moving here and is where we all still live, sharing a close commu-

nity which is Uitsig Road. As for the other “early settlers”, Barbara was tragically killed late one evening around 25 years ago as she turned 

into Oudevlei Road. Her husband Lyndsey was devastated and  moved soon after and Vicky and Erica left not long afterwards. By some 

strange twist of fate Sharon and my wife Laura died on the same night 13 years ago, Sharon after a long struggle with MS and Laura 

shortly after being diagnosed with cancer. How nice it would be to 

have them all back together with the strong sense of community we 

shared then.       

30 years ago, there used to be several graceful cats (the human variety) stalking the streets of Uitsig: Vicky (the go between), Barbara, 

Sharon, Erica and my wife Laura were the most prevalent as they regularly visited each other’s rather isolated houses which were the first 

to go up on what was to be the last of the Marina development. I had built our home two years earlier on a waterfront plot which my “ethical” 

estate agent had assured me overlooked a bird sanctuary. We had just started digging the foundations when bull dozers moved in and 

embarked on a new extension to be called Marina Moorings. 

After much consternation I decided I would have to re-design to avoid being scrutinised from across the water. This  design was disliked 

by the Archcom committee which led to a hurried third design which has required several modifications over the years to keep the views 

and accommodate a growing brood. Those early Marina days bring back memories of large flocks of Pelican’s gliding gracefully past our 

house, abundant fish, other birds as well as the odd nymph, wind surfing naked up our water way, which quickly, magically, filled up with 

a variety of small craft - and this long before cell phones!

Then

Now
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Little Lanterns
IN VRYGROND
Creating Theater with Communities

Lots of Reason to Celebrate

What a beautiful day it was
to be creative 

Please Remember Our Pottery Room
Needs Your Support! 

Zaid Philander

The first performance of the Jungle Theater was more than 

successful.

Together with our partner, Jungle Theater, we celebrated the 

completion of their 8-week workshop. The module “Creating 

Theater” taught community workers how to produce an entire play 

from start to finish. For the group’s celebration and final session, 

the participants put on a lovely production of their original story, 

featuring costumes, drums, singing and audience participation! 

Well done Jungle Theater, Community Art Partners and our 

collaborative efforts with talented communities.

This week, the 10th intake of participants will graduate from 

Communiversity! For that reason, almost 40 graduates came to 

visit our Art Center in Vrygrond to join us for one last art exercise. 

Together, they created an expression pizza, in which they 

expressed their feelings when they first started in comparison to 

how they are feeling now - as butterflies that are ready to spread 

their wings. The group also engaged in creating their own gradua-

tion banners. We are so proud of our Communiversity students!    

This Mandela day, BAP invited volunteers from all over Cape 

Town to join us in making Vrygrond more beautiful. The volun-

teers helped us to pick up trash and clean up the area around our 

art center. Together, we also repainted our murals. We are very 

grateful for all the help we have received and can’t wait to see the 

children returning to a more colourful school environment after 

their holiday. Capricorn Primary School has now a lot of new 

colourful murals!

 

The Butterfly Art Project would like to offer pottery & ceramic 

classes for kids, young adults and unemployed members in our 

disadvantaged community. In order for this to happen, we need to 

renovate the kiln room and install a new kiln to fire all ceramics 

made by our vulnerable young artists. Please support the 

revamp of our pottery room. You can find more information on:

https://www.backabuddy.co.za/champion/project/the-butterfly-

art-projects-own-open-stu

Neither the editor, designer, publisher or any member of the Marina 
da Gama Executive Committee take any responsibility for the 
content in the Marina da Gama Newsletter. It is an implied and 
agreed to condition that all who contribute do so in good faith with 
honest intent and with respect to accuracy of content. Content and 
opinions and such like published in the local newsletter, are the 
responsibility of and for the accountability of the author whose 
submissions are published.
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Lande’s Hardware

Come and visit our store, where 
friendly staff are waiting to assist

Sun-kissed Haven

Luxurious furnished self-catering Marina accommodation - 

pool, waters edge - holiday or short-term rental, max. 3 people. 

Contact susan@adimpact.co.za

Professional counselling, personal & business coaching. 

Also A-Z online business training resource for startups and 

growth of existing businesses.

See www.upshiftentrepreneur.com. 

Email susan@adimpact.co.za or me on 0722766222

Bowen Therapists in Marina Da Gama 

Light touch pain and relaxation therapy. 

Lloyd and Channon Sanderson 021 788 6638 

Don’t forget the OGM meeting on the

28th November 2017
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Emma Kriel

Getting 

Colder
All my adult life, without argument, I have arisen out of bed, 

showered, dressed and got on with the job of supporting the 

family in their endeavors to start their day – no lounging around 

in pyjamas, slippers or dressing gown for me - I don’t even have 

a dressing gown. But of late, especially this chilly winter, I hear 

myself say: No need to shower this morning Emmaleen. You 

showered yesterday. You’re not dirty. Just the thought of taking all 

my clothes off – all of them – and stepping into water again 

doesn’t make sense like it used to, reminding me how I could 

never understand those elderly people I looked after while 

working in the UK:

  

And so the battle raged on with me cajoling her and dodging the 

verbal abuse while I tugged at her jersey only for her to snatch it 

back on and sulk off into her bedroom – why indeed take all your 

clothes off when you’re heading for the twilight zone. It’s barbaric. 

Does it really matter if there are a few dribbles down the front 

when you never go out and no one comes to visit?

How do you bath a grown-up person who doesn’t want to get 

wet?

So I would leave them to resume the crossword or soapie – really 

important stuff - with me mumbling and going off to make supper 

in the hope we could quickly forget the trauma. But the next day 

we’d compromise in a wash and me whisking the clothes away 

replacing them with clean ones in the hope she wouldn’t notice – 

but she always did and then we’d have a new sulk.

As I stand next to my own shower, while the winter gets ever 

colder, more and more I hear myself mumbling and protesting at 

taking all my clothes off; I really understand those old people. It is 

indeed barbaric to strip in mid winter.  Why bother? (Such a lovely 

English word!) It’s cold! And besides, it’s slippery, I might fall! I’ll 

just have a good wash then make something nice for lunch and 

before I forget, plant the daisies, ready for when the spring sun 

comes out – really important stuff.                            

Come now Mrs. Lubovcski. You need to shower

Why? I’m not dirty?

You have to wash yourself every day.

I’m not taking all my clothes off – it’s far too cold.

We need to wash your hair.

Why? It’s not dirty

We don’t only wash when we’re dirty. We wash so as not to

get dirty. Come. Let me help you.

No! It’s slippery. I might fall.

You also need to change your clothes and put on clean ones.

Put on clean ones?!!

Yes Mrs. Lubovcski. These are getting smelly. 

ELECTRIC -MAN
ELECTRICIANS
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MARINA DA GAMA OFFICE
Shop 7, Eastlake Centre

EastlakeDrive, Marina da Gama

Mon - Friday 9am - 12pm

Phone/Fax: 021 788 3311

info@mdga.co.za

web: www.mdga.co.za

Office Manager: Marcia Fritz

Standards Inspector: Bob Bedingham 
standardsinspector@mdga.co.za

Executive Committee
CHAIR PERSON / TREASURER 

Cheryl Philip
 chairperson@mdga.co.za

STANDARDS 
Peter Cawood

standards@mdga.co.za

PARKS 
Toni Joubert

parks@mdga.co.za

UITSIG / OPERATIONS 
STRATEGY & PLANNING 

Lathif Gafoor
uitsig@mdga.co.za

EXCOM@WORK
Geraldine Goldblatt

excom-at-work@mdga.co.za

ICT 
Jimmy Fitzpatrick
ict@mdga.co.za

MARINA NEWS 
Emma Kriel 

 marinanews@mdga.co.za

WATERWAYS / ZPAAC 
Angus Hemp

waterways@mdga.co.za

PROJECTS 
Boudje Giljam

projects@mdga.co.za

EVENTS
Trishanta Naidu

events@mdga.co.za

NOTICEBOARD 
noticeboard@mdga.co.za

GUARDIANS
guardians@mdga.co.za

Archcom
CHAIR PERSON 

Alan Hepple
archcom@mdga.co.za

EXCOM REPRESENTATIVE 
Peter Cawood

standards@mdga.co.za

ARCHITECT 
Eduardo Nunes

archcom@mdga.co.za

Spider Lily Ferraria crispa

A stout cormous geophyte 

with many succulent, leathery 

leaves 40 – 50 cm. Flowers are 

brown with speckles or velvety-

maroon with golden brown, 

vanilla scented and pollinated by 

amongst rocks in coastal sand. 

Found on Park Island
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Endanged Western 

Leopard Toad

Endemic to the Western Cape occurring 

in Strandveld habitats, but has adapted 

to urban gardens especially in the 

Marina da Gama. It only requires water 

bodies to breed in. Typically come 

August, after dark, when rain is falling, 

the adult toads converge on these 

breeding sites where the males  begin 

 01 sekat sihpromateM .’surohc‘ rieht

weeks and 3 to 5 years to mature.

Giant Kingfisher 

Common resident 

The male shows a russet-brown 

breast and the female a belly 

of the same colour. Their call is 

raucous. Occurs near wooded 

rivers/wetlands or coastal 

lagoons. Perches to watch the 

water for prey before plunge 

diving. Has been seen on the 

bridge onto  Park Island reserve 

poles in the Marina. Printed By: Formsxpress
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